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Working Smarter

ISPF Variable Pools: Part III

Within an ISPF application, the primary
purpose of the Shared pool is to pass

variables between dialog functions. Since
Shared pools are never written to DASD
and are deleted when an application ter-
minates, they have no other purpose. A
typical ISPF application consists of many
functions written in different languages. It
is common to see REXX, COBOL,
Assembler and CLIST modules all partici-
pating in the application. The Shared pool
unites all these diverse languages and
allows them to easily share variables.

THE SHARED POOL

The Shared pool is also one of the oddest
things about the Dialog Manager. To many
programmers, passing variables by any
means other than standard linkage (Register
1 pointing to the address of a parameter
list) is a real stretch. But that’s the way it is
done in ISPF. Variables are written to and
read from external pools. To really get a
handle on how this is all coordinated from
within a user-written application, it is
essential to understand the usage of the
SELECT service.

The SELECT service is used throughout
ISPF to invoke entire applications or indi-
vidual dialog functions. In last month’s
column, I explained the use of the SELECT
service in the context of invoking a new
application (a NEWAPPL). However, once
a NEWAPPL is executing, the SELECT
service should also be used to invoke other
functions within the application.

The SELECT service is the Dialog
Manager’s CALL. It knows what type of
function to invoke based on the PANEL,
CMD or PGM keyword. Functions are
SELECTed, not CALLed in ISPF. Many
times what this results in is Assembler

programs SELECTing CLISTs, COBOL
programs SELECTing REXX EXECs,
COBOL programs SELECTing other
COBOL programs, and so on. The combi-
nations are endless. The beauty of it all is
that the best features of each language can
be exploited.

For example, suppose that a compiler-
based function needs to parse a variable
such as ZCMD. Why go through all the
work of writing complex parsing logic
when TSO/E CLISTs and REXX have
built-in parsing features? Figures 1 and 2
illustrate the technique to use in this type
of situation.

The Shared pool is used in ISPF in the
following way: First, when two separate
dialog functions need to pass variables, the
caller (the one issuing the SELECT) will

VPUT the variables that it wants made
available into the Shared pool. Next, the
called (the one being SELECTed) function
issues a corresponding VGET for those
variables from the Shared pool. The Shared
pool is external to all functions within an
application and these functions can all read
from and write to the pool. It doesn’t matter
what language the function is written in.

The SELECT service creates a Function
pool for each CMD or PGM (not PANEL)
SELECTed. When the SELECTed function
issues a VGET, what it is really doing is
copying variables from the application
Shared pool into its own Function pool.

The whole concept of invoking other
functions via the SELECT service takes
some practice. Once mastered, however, the
productivity and modularity achieved
across a development effort is astounding.
Standard CALL invocation should be aban-
doned except where required (i.e., calling a
non-ISPF subroutine). Using SELECT to
invoke ISPF functions accomplishes the
following three desirable objectives:

1. It allows each function to be written
in the language that is most appropriate
for its task in the application.

2. It eliminates language dependent
calling conventions.

3. It standardizes the method by which
all functions in the application are
invoked. Under the Dialog Manager
this is especially important. There are
different search paths taken by ISPF
in different situations. DDNAME
ISPLLIB acts like a tasklib for load
module functions. The LIBDEF service
can alter any number of search paths.

If some developers are issuing standard
CALLs, LINKs or LOADs while others are
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using SELECT, search paths could differ. By
sticking with the SELECT service, the correct
search path will be taken all of the time.

SHARED POOL SERVICES AND
PARAMETERS

There are three variable services that
apply only to the Shared and Profile pools:
VPUT, VGET and VERASE.

The VPUT Service
Issuing a VPUT from a dialog function

copies the current Function pool contents of
a variable into the named pool. The VPUT
service can name SHARED, PROFILE or
ASIS as pools. SHARED and PROFILE
are self-explanatory. ASIS, the default,
specifies that the variable is to be copied to
the pool where it already exists. If the
variable is new or if it exists in both the
Shared and Profile pools, it will be copied to
the Shared pool only.

The VGET Service
VGET performs the opposite operation

and has the same parameters, SHARED,
PROFILE or ASIS. The difference is that
VGET overlays the current Function pool
contents with the value from the Shared or
Profile pool.

The VERASE Service
VERASE is used to physically remove a

variable from the Shared or Profile pool or
both. More commonly used with the Profile
pool, VERASE allows the actual variable
name and its associated value to be elimi-
nated from a given pool.

The COPY Parameter of VDEFINE
Although not a Shared or Profile pool

variable service, VDEFINE has a useful
parameter that relates to the Shared or
Profile pool: COPY. VDEFINE is used
only in dialog functions written in compiler-
based languages. Frequently, the function
is issuing VDEFINE for variables that it
wants copies of. However, these variables
already exist in the Shared or Profile pool.
Rather than follow each VDEFINE with a
VGET, the COPY parameter will cause a
Shared or Profile pool variable with the
same name being VDEFINEd to be copied
into the Function pool at VDEFINE time.
This saves coding effort and reduces load
module size. Note, however, that COPY
on a VDEFINE should always be used

when VDEFINE is being used solely to
obtain Function pool copies of Shared or
Profile pool variables. If a return code of
eight results from using the COPY para-
meter of VDEFINE, it usually can be
ignored. What it means is that one or
more of the variables being VDEFINEd
do not exist in the Shared or Profile pools.
When using name-list formats or the
LIST parameter of the VDEFINE service,
this is to be expected.

VPUT AND VGET ON PANELS

VPUT and VGET can be issued from with-
in the )INIT or )PROC sections of a panel.
One reason this is allowed is because there
are occasions where no Function pool exists.
This occurs when a panel is SELECTed. In
this case, the panel may need to VGET or
VPUT certain variables to correctly initialize
or terminate. VPUT and VGET from within a
panel also allow for a programming shortcut.

COBOL Dialog Function using reference modification and the SELECT service to parse a ZCMD string. After the SELECT
service invocation, the parsed sub-components of ZCMD will reside in the variables PRSZCMD1 - PRSZCMD3.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 ISPF-CONSTANTS.

05  VDEFINE        PIC  X(08) VALUE ‘VDEFINE ‘.
05  DISPLAY-IT   PIC  X(08) VALUE ‘DISPLAY ‘.
05  SELECT-IT     PIC  X(08) VALUE ‘SELECT  ‘.
05  VPUT             PIC  X(08) VALUE ‘VPUT    ‘.
05  VGET            PIC  X(08) VALUE ‘VGET    ‘.
05  CHAR          PIC  X(08) VALUE ‘CHAR    ‘.
05  SHARED-POOL     PIC  X(08) VALUE ‘SHARED  ‘.
05  PANEL-NAME       PIC  X(08) VALUE ‘ANYPANEL’.
05  LEN48            PIC S9(09) BINARY VALUE 48.
05  LEN16            PIC S9(09) BINARY VALUE 16.

01 CHAR48                PIC  X(36) VALUE
‘(PRSZCMD1,PRSZCMD2,PRSZCMD3,ZCMD)’.

01 SELECT-FUNCTIONS.
05  ZCMDPARS             PIC  X(16) VALUE

‘CMD(%ZCMDPARS)’.

01 WS-L48-VALUES.
05  PRSZCMD1           PIC  X(48).
05  PRSZCMD2            PIC  X(48).        
05  PRSZCMD3           PIC  X(48).    
05  ZCMD               PIC  X(48). 

......

......                                     
PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                       

CALL ‘ISPLINK’ USING VDEFINE CHAR48 WS-L48-VALUES CHAR L48.
......
......

CALL ‘ISPLINK’ USING DISPLAY-IT PANEL-NAME.

IF RETURN-CODE NOT = ZEROS
NEXT SENTENCE

ELSE
IF ZCMD (1:2) = ‘F ‘ 
OR ZCMD (1:5) = ‘FIND ‘

CALL ‘ISPLINK’ USING VPUT CHAR48 SHARED-POOL
CALL ‘ISPLINK’ USING SELECT-IT LEN16 ZCMDPARS
CALL ‘ISPLINK’ USING VGET CHAR48 SHARED-POOL

FIGURE 1: DIALOG FUNCTION 

ZCMDPARS VGETs ZCMD from the Shared pool and uses the SYSDVAL/READDVAL built-in functions to parse ZCMD.
The parsed values are returned in the Shared pool variables PRSZCMD1 - PRSZCMD3.

PROC 0
ISPEXEC VGET (ZCMD) SHARED
SET &SYSDVAL = &STR(&&ZCMD) 
SET &SYSDVAL = &STR(&SYSDVAL)
READDVAL PRSZCMD1 PRSZCMD2 PRSZCMD3
ISPEXEC VPUT (PRSZCMD1 PRSZCMD2 PRSZCMD3) SHARED
EXIT CODE(0)

FIGURE 2: ZCMDPARS 
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Here’s the shortcut: There are variables in
any application that need no real process-
ing. Examples of this type of variable
include the SCROLL AMOUNT field on a
TBDISPL panel, user JOBCARDS or any
variable that can be entirely processed by a
panel. In these cases, a VPUT just prior to
the )END section saves coding effort in the
function itself.

THE PROFILE POOL

The Profile pool is used to save the
contents of variables across application
invocations. Also, because the Profile pool
is written to DASD, it is saved across TSO
logons. The concept of a saved Profile is
quite old. TSO itself has a small profile. Try
issuing PROFILE LIST from READY
mode or Option 6 of ISPF. Use the HELP
PROFILE command for an explanation of
the TSO Profile.

VPUT, VGET and VERASE are used to
manipulate variables in the Profile pool.
The Shared and Profile pools are ISPF
tables, and they have no defined columns.
Instead, all variables written to these pools
are referred to as extension variables. To
view the structure of a Profile pool table,
use Dialog Test, Option 4 (or, 7.4). Use
ISRPROF as the table name and use options
5 and 6, Display Structure and Display
Status, respectively. The screens that these
options display will reveal the internals of a
standard ISPF Profile pool table.

VARIABLE POOL SUMMARY

There are three variable pools to consider
when developing ISPF dialogs: Function,
Shared and Profile. Additionally, the
Function pool and Profile pool can each be
subdivided into two areas. The Shared pool
always consists of two areas.

The Function pool can have both an
explicit and an implicit area. If a compiler-
based function is using the VDEFINE
service, then both areas will be present. If
the function is written in an interpretive
language, then the Function pool will
consist of an implicit area only.

The Shared pool will always have two
areas: the modifiable area where application
variables are VPUT, and the read-only ISP
area where Z variables reside. Both areas
are available for use by the VGET service.

The Profile pool usually has only one
area. However, a read-only Profile pool
can be created for an application. To create
a read-only Profile pool, the variable
ZPROFAPP must be set to the name of an
extension-only table resident at ISPTLIB.

Read-only Profile tables are used to
make variables available across an appli-
cation in read-only mode. This can be
useful for certain types of variables like
dataset names that must be globally available,
but that no unauthorized user should be
able to change. Refer to the ISPF Dialog
Developer’s Guide and Reference, Chapter
3, Section 3.2.11 for a complete explana-
tion of how to establish a read-only
Profile pool.

When attempting to visualize the pool
search sequence, think of the pools as PDS
datasets in a concatenation. Using this
analogy, the &NAMES of variables can
then be thought of as member names.

Figure 3 illustrates how the pools would
appear in a standard DD name concatena-
tion. Note that this is only an analogy; the
pools are not PDS datasets.

ISPF variable services and associated
parameters are used to manipulate pool
variables. If you can imagine being able to
alter the members (&NAMES) of a con-
catenation from within an application, then
you can begin to get a grasp on how the
Dialog Manager’s variable pools are used.
For example:

● Issuing VDELETE against a variable
&NAME that exists in both the explicit

and implicit Function pool areas. This
would be the equivalent of being able
to delete a member in a concatenation
so that an exact-named member in a
lower library could be made available.

● Issuing VGET for an ISPF Z variable
into a VDEFINEd variable. This would
be the same as being able to copy a
member up from a lower library into
the first library so that it would always
be found first.

● Issuing VERASE against an application
Shared pool variable. This would be
like being able to completely delete a
member from a concatenation so that it
would never be found.

SUMMARY

Having a good understanding of the
Dialog Manager’s pools and associated
search sequences is essential for anyone
who develops dialog functions. Using the
pools correctly takes some practice.
However, once mastered, development of
ISPF dialogs can become a satisfying and
productive experience.  
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If the Dialog Manager’s pools were PDS datasets, this is how they could be visualized.

//POOLS DD DSN=EXPLICIT.FUNCTION.POOL,DISP=OLD /* USER VDEFINE
// DD DSN=IMPLICIT.FUNCTION.POOL,DISP=OLD /* ISPF HANDLES
// DD DSN=APPL.SHARED.POOL,DISP=OLD /* VPUT VGET
// DD DSN=ISPF.SHARED.POOL,DISP=OLD /* ISPF Z VARS
// DD DSN=APPL.PROFILE.POOL,DISP=OLD /* xxxxPROF
// DD DSN=APPL.READONLY.PROFILE.POOL,DISP=SHR /* optional

FIGURE 3: POOL CONCATENATION ANALOGY 


